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NEW The Devices and Platform selector now supports the selection of Nomad Web. The selector for Linux has been removed.

Except for Location and Connection actions, any existing  action will automatically run on HCL Nomad Web, too.non-restricted

Any existing Location and Connection actions, and any existing actions that are restricted to any number of devices and/or platforms, must be 
specifically edited and enabled for Nomad Web.

NOTE: You are advised to not enable existing Location and Connection actions for Nomad Web, but to create new, dedicated actions for 
Nomad Web. The simple reason is that Nomad Web requires the WSS port, whereas rich clients usually make use of the TCP(IP) port. See 
below for details regarding the new Nomad Location action.

NEW A new "Nomad Location" action is now available. This should be used for management of the Location document on Nomad clients instead of 
the standard Location action.

Note that existing Location actions will   run on the latest Nomad client builds unless you explicitly resave them and specify the Nomad not
clients they should run on. We strongly encourage you to use the new Nomad Location action instead of activating old Location actions for 
Nomad.

NEW
/CHA
NGE

Nomad App Restrictions also run on Nomad Web.

The Nomad Web platform only supports a specific subset of App Restrictions. The action form in the Config DB has icons that indicate which 
App Restrictions are available on the different Nomad platforms.

ENH
ANC
EME
NT

Added a high resolution database icon for Notes 12.0.1.

FIX On the Location document, 'Type-ahead shows server contacts before local' now properly shows the setting in read mode.

FIX Fixed an "image cannot be found" error that could happen on Workspace Background action forms.

FIX Fixed a problem where high color icons could be missing in the DesktopIcon action.

FIX Fixed a "CollectionScheduledAgents" error that could occur in specific versions of Online Update.

FIX Added a few missing Dutch translation strings.

This component release is part of MarvelClient 12.0
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